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Compiled by Claire (SERINITY3867)

ANI-MAL: presently being repressed by Capt'n Reynolds and waiting to be released by Inara
(use your imagination). :-)
APPLELOGY (pronounced apelogy)- Jayne's preferred form of making up for past wrongs.
ATH-WIPE: Anyone who has had their clock justifiably cleaned by Malcolm.
BADGER INDEX: table underlying a series of manipulative strategies designed to get the Se-
renity crew into trouble.
BADGERED: The result of being stuck with the ass end of a deal because the buyer gets
squeemish and backs out.
BALDWINOSIS: castitus infection that causes the victim to rant uncontrollably about airlocks,
westerns, south park and cow pies. See thread, "We Cast Members are fans of yours," for illus-
tration.
There have been small outbreaks of FILLIONOSIS. Other strains have been the source of
substantial conjecture. Oddly enough, many individuals seek infection and speculate on the best
way to be exposed to STAITESIS, TORRESTATION and MAHERECTION in particular.
BAO WOW!: what you say when the chows fresh, hot and ready to eat.
BARFLIGHT: Running from a bar during a melee when you realize you are vastly out numbered.
BEAGLEPHILIA: The unnatural attraction to transport Beagles due to their small stool size.
BESTER-ED: When the girl you just had a Kayleeaison with takes your job away from you...
BLACK SLIDE: When Serenity slips beyond the normal routes and travels in the Black so's not
to be seen...
BLINKIE- essentially this is a Blue colored Twinkie (hence the name) made by the infamous Blue
Sun group/company. It is a blue colored cake filled with light blue frosting. Mal loves his
Blinkies and gets really ticked off when someone tries taking one from him. River will somehow
find a way to use Blinkies as a weapon.
BLUE-HAND TRAUMA: expulsion of capillaries, severe bleeding at the occular, phalanges, and
oral cavities following an attack of the Alliances' Blue-Hands.
BLUE-HANDS 'O DEATH (He was BHD'd): termination at the hands of the BH's.
BLUE-MEANIES - people who post nasty comments on our beloved FF forum, or the nasty com-
ments themselves.
BOOK MARKSMANSHIP - the way Book can shoot!
BOOK SMARTS: what you know about Book
BOOK TOUR: This odd trip Book is taking
BOOK-A-BACKING: What a Sheperd does to help out a crew, though "not with the stealing."
BOOK-ZILLA: Refers to Shepard anytime he's let his hair down.
BOOKATION - Book's "special hell" reserved for child molesters and those who talk in the
theater.
BOOKEND: Ending a conversation with a spiritually meaningful statement.
BOOKID: An ID card that can be used to highly impress any Alliance types.
BOOKISH: A tendency to read archaic tomes and dispense sage wisdom
BOOKULATION: conjecture regarding Shepherd Book's past.
BOUKAYLEE: the pretty flowers Kaylee paints on things
BRAYNE: BICEPS. An example: Jayne and Mal are being held captive by some thugs. Mal looks
as Jayne and says, "Looks like we ain't gonna get out of this by thinkin'. We're gonna have to
use our braynes!"

Firefly-ology
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BROWNCOATITIS: The unexplainable feeling of wanting to fight for the independents.
BROWNCOATS: the name for all firefly fans.
CANTON SYNDROME: tendency to misinterpret selfish acts as heroic ones.
CASTITUS: psychotic episode linked to the presence of cast member on bulletin boards. Causes
middle aged professional and young serious scholar alike to descend into fits of cooing, heavy
salivation and manic praise. Is often accompanied by high fever and incoherent sentence struc-
ture. Extreme cases become highly agitated and may jump up and down and be incapable of
cognate function. May also manifest fainting spells and deluded belief that cast member posts
ONLY for them.
CHINA SYNDROME: Admonishing a person who just spoke Chinese to watch their language...
COBB-ENTS: Any threat or smart-ass remark directed at Jayne in response to a COBB-
SERVATION (great one!).
COBBENSATION: the cut that "The box-dropping, man-ape-gone-wrong-thing" expects from
each job for his efforts
COBBLESTONES: You have to have big ones to go up against Jayne and Vera
COBBSERVATION: completely not getting the point of what is going on around ones self. (i.e.
"What is she mad or somethin'")
COBBSOLETE: What you become if you meet the wrong end of Vera.
COBBULATE: Jayne wanted to trade Vera for a chance to cobbulate with Saffron (no kissing on
the mouth allowed!)
COWGO: carrying livestock of questionable legality.
COWPIEPHOBIA: Unnatural fear of stepping in Cow manure. Those afflicted of Cowpiephobia
usually suffer from Beaglephilia as well.
CROW'S FEET: The right engine intake of Serenity, OR all that was left of Crow after encoun-
tering said right engine intake.
DEBUNK: v., To pry Jayne away from his evil Companion-related thoughts. n., Where the crew
members go to relish their evil thoughts.
DREAM JOB: practice client at the Companion Academy
FIREFLICTION: that particularly virulent strain of castitus common among highly intelligent
and cultured fans of show similar name.
FIREFLUKE: Having sudden inexplicable engine problems.
FIREFLY HIGH: The euphoria "Firefly" fans feel whenever the show is on, or is about to be on,
or was just on...
FIREFLY SYNDROME: Increasingly popular form of anxiety caused by the proximity of Friday
nights. Palpitations, pizza & coke cravings and a wide "ear to ear" smile are common symptoms.
Irritability towards lesser quality shows may occur. If symptoms persist, please contact your
local FOX station IMMEDIATELY.
FIREFLY-Q: what you know about Firefly
FIREFLYIAN: People who love FF.
FIREFLYOBIA - fear of seeing something 'disturbing' on FF, and going on a tirade about in on a
message board...
FLOOD (noun, singular...also Flood/Flooding, verb): an occasion when River's seemingly mindless
rants and ramblings escalate and overflow!
E.g.
"I think River's getting ready to flood!"
"Did ya see that flood when River..."
"oh goodie, River's flooding again!"
Much as there are conditions that combine to bring about a flood in real life, I think better
understanding of what brings about River's fits of insanity is warranted...and worthy of our
further consideration.
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FLYSANITY: extreme foolishness, going public crazy in defense and promotion of Firefly.
FLYSICS: the assumptions that keep Serenity flying and our faithful crew right side up on the
floor plating. Not to mention the cowpies from floating around the ship!
FLYSPECK: the minuscule details that make this show so great that we fans just love and have
to comment on.
FOXING/FOXED : What the FOX company does to good quality output that catches it's atten-
tion. (This is a genuine term used by the gaming community, since FOX are always threatening
private individuals with legal action when they make fanfiction-type games of FOX products)
FRYE HIGH: (1) The euphoria Ms. Kaywinnit Lee Frye feels when she sees free strawberries,
junkyard synchronizers, a certain "swai" (shuai) doctor, etc.(2) A similar euphoria felt by the
Kaylights and other Kaylee fans whenever she is on screen or in their thoughts (i.e., most of the
time).
FRYE-Q: what you know about Kaylee
FULL WASHLOAD, A: what happens when Wash gets cut off.
GOOD BIBLE: 1) Reading material inevitably leading to the Special Hell. 2) Tool used in the
saffronization process (see SAFFRONIZED).
GRAND MAL SEIZURE: when Mal takes all your money
HEY-KAY 47 - River saving Kaylee by blowing away three bad guys with Kaylee's gun
Hi-larious: as in VERY funny.
HUMPTY DUMPTY: selling Alliance cargo for a cheaper price than agreed on, before you're
screwed gettin caught with it
i.e. "Nothing, I was just distracting you so she could get behind you."
INARA-DUCTION: which would be defined as "Any time sex is involved in a first date or meet-
ing."
INARA/WHORE COMPLEX: This complex revolves around the dichotomy of Mal viewing Inara
as two distinct and separate personas, that of saint and sinner (for example her job vs. herself).
And can center around how he's apparently abhorrent of her profession, yet it still turns him
on.
INARANOSCOPY: A companion check-up requiring lots of needles and cold exam tables
INARAPPORT: the complicated growing relationship Mal has with Inara
INARIC: Coy and seductive.
INAROMANCE: Any appointment with a licensed companion.
JANEGANG (as in, on the Jaynegang): devoted fans, and lustees of the character, "the man
they call Jayne...." This is where he IS the 'Jayne of Command'.
JAYNE REACTION: Mal starts a bar fight, causes Jayne to join in.
JAYNE'S ADDICTED: Group of Fans who worship Adam Baldwin because of his most excellent
portrayal of Jayne Cobb and his wonderful delivery of lines like: "You gotta Wife? All I got was
that Dumbass stick sounds like it's raining. How come you gotta wife?" (Not to be confused with
JAYNE'S ADDICTION which has to do with coveting hand held weapons capable of blowing
large holes in his opponent.)
JAYNE-CHAIN: The chain of command that Jayne will use to beat others silly.
JAYNE-FU: A branch of martial arts where practitioners focus on giving Jayne a heavy stick
and standing back.
JAYNEFUL or JAYNE PAIN: How it feels when Jayne snaps your neck.
JAYNUS EX MACHINA: The sudden appearance of Jayne coming out of Serenity to rescue a
fellow crew mate just in the nick of time.
KAY-DAY: Any function where she can wear her frilly dress.
KAYKE - a celebratory dessert made mostly from protein by Kaylee
KAYLAID: The end result of a Kayleeasion.
KAYLAYED: When something's broke that can't be fixed.
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KAYLEE COMPLEX: the desire to take a big wet bite out of Simon all over.
KAYLEE SPEAK for when she is talking about mechanics and things to do with the engine that
other members of the crew don�t understand like she does.
KAYLEE-IN-THE-BUFF: The condition eventually resulting in a Kayleeasion.
KAYLEE-SIZE: Having to put on 10 pounds for an acting part.
KAYLEEAID: Not really anything medical, but it's first aid for a busted up ship.
KAYLEEAISON: what occurred with Bester in the engine room and may happen with Simon
eventually.
KAYLEEBUFF: any time Simon shoots down some plan of Kaylee's without even realizing it.
KAYLEEXAMINATION: Questioning buffet tables to make sure they aren't withholding crucial
information.
KAYLICKS- What Kaylee risks getting when she sticks her toe in youre face.
Kaylights are known to score especially high on standardized Frye-Q tests
KAYLINGO :Things that need to be translated into Captain Dummy Talk.
KAYPREY: Simon, or any other object of her affection.
KELLYOLOGY: The special studies made by the person that brings all this about for the fans.
KEYHOLEOPHOBIA: the fear of pissing off Capt'n Reynolds.
MAALAPPORTIONED: the take distributed among the crew after a job
MAL CONTENT: the feeling you get when a plan works correctly. This is a rare condition that
has never actually occurred on Serenity.
MAL EFFECT, THE: A sudden end to conflict usually involving an abrupt physical attack by Cap-
tain Reynolds such as "kicking the bad guy (who swears he�ll hunt the crew of the FF down until
the day he dies) into the port Engine. Or, luring the lone survivor of a Reave attack into range
with kind words and cleaning his clock with a right cross to the chops!
MAL FEE-SENSE - "Let me make this abundantly clear. I do the job...I get paid."
MAL-A CULPA: It's Mal's fault.
MAL-ACTION: All the times Capt. Tightpants gets his butt kicked/face punched/tossed around
and still manages to win the fight.
MAL-ARITY: (Example) "Hmm.. Darn" *kick*
MAL-EABLE: What a crew member becomes after they've been stuck in the airlock. "Jayne will
be more Mal-leable after his talk with the captain in 'Ariel'."
MAL-EDICTION: Swearing in a foreign language so no one can understand. "I wish I could un-
derstand the Mal-edictions during the show."
MAL-ICIOUS: when you lock people in cargo holds and threaten to send them flying into space.
Or, when you're just plain pissed off and want to throw a wrench at someone.
MAL-NOURISHED - feeling hunger pangs for Mal, when two weeks without FF have gone
by...I'm starving...help meeeeeee....
MAL-O-HOLIC/JAYNE-O-HOLIC: obsessive 'thoughts' revolving around Mal, or Jayne. (may
plug in any of the FF crew's names)
MALADJUSTED: Jayne's new state of mind since Captain Reynolds introduced him to the
airlock.
MALADJUSTED: Someone's status after Malcolm has laid 'em out.
MALADY: Mal's woman. "Someday, we'll all have to refer to Inara as Malady."
MALAMUTE: the silence that follows after Saffron offers a foot washing
MALAPPROPRIATE: want, see, take
MALAPROPISM -- Mal saying the wrong thing at the wrong time, with a good chance that he
won't even notice (e.g. from the end of "Our Mrs. Reynolds" when Mal says to Inara "I knew you
kissed her.").
MALAPROPISM: the tendency to get words wrong, probably due to an under-abundance of
schoolin'
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MALCHOISTIC: Letting the plow get cobwebs and rust
MALCOLMATIONS: Declarations made by our illustrious captain to put someone in their place.
MALCONTENT: anything that Mal has to say as Captain,
MALEVOLENT - "you wanna see the real me now!"
MALFORIA: when all daydreams (and night dreams for that matter) revolve around Mal.
MALFUNCTION: When Mal can still maintain the ship, even after being shot in the stomach
MALIAVELLIAN: unscrupulous, cunning from our beloved cap'n
MALNUTRITION-MAL: continuing to eat a meal that Jayne complains 'tastes like crotch' as he
looks dourly on.
MALPENAL CODE: getting shoved into the hatch when you've done something bad
MEANDERING RIVER: when River drifts off somewhere, and drifts back (either physically, or
mentally).
MUDDERMANIA: sudden loss of sanity, and urge to throw one self in the line of fire when
Jayne is threatened.
MUSICALITIS: the urge of a Firefly writer to create a show-staged musical on FF!
NISKAVATION: A method to get other people to do your bidding involving the various painful
things that will happen to said people if they don't do your bidding.
NISTAKE - 1.Kidnapping and torturing Serenity crewmembers. 2.Thinking Mal is totally out of it
after torture.
NO-BLOG BLAHS - feeling of "Hey, where's Kelly's blog this week?")
OFFICIAPRESSION: The gloom and doom that surrounds the Serenity crew whenever con-
fronted with an Alliance vessel.
pilot error - airing the pilot only after you've plainly decided to kill the series
PLAIN JAYNE -- The art of saying what everyone else is thinking, where everyone else is too
tackful to actually say it themselves.
PLAIN-JAYNE: A person who wears mono-chromatic clothing, usually accesorized with big guns
and shiny knives.
PRECOBBNITION: how Jayne knows his T-shirt will be ruined so he wears an old one (old "Blue
Sun" T-shirt knifed by River in "Ariel," old "28" T-shirt shot by Niska henchman in "War Sto-
ries")
PRETTY LITTLE BONNET: what Mal swears on in lieu of swearing to God, or on his mother's
life, or pinky-swearing. As in: "... or I swear on my Pretty Little Bonnet I will end you." I don't
recall the bonnet (or any other bonnet of Mal's) appearing in other episodes, but there remains
the possibility that pretty little bonnet(s) are deeply important/worship-worthy to him.
RAINSTICK ENVY: The jealousy that persists when you find out someone else got a wife while
you got a crappy rain-stick...
REAFEAR: Similar to Officiapression, except they're confronted with a Reaver vessel.
REAVED: Verb describing a serious, sometimes calamitous, fate. ("If the Tams are blamed for
the deaths as the hospital, they are reaved.") Also used to describe anything that's beyond
merely wrong. ("Happy Gilmore instead of Firefly? That's reaved!)
REAVELATION - That "Oh Shit!" feeling you get when you realize that the ship coming your
way is crewed by Reavers.
REAVER BAIT: What you are when you fly in the uncharted hinterlands of space.
REAVER CHOW: What you are if the Reavers catch you...
REAVERRHIA: What happens in your pants when a Reaver throws you to the floor and ends up
with his/her fishhooked nose one inch from yours.
REAVERS' PSYCHOLOGY: making people do what you want by telling them you won't eat them
or wear their skin if they comply.
REYNOLD'S WRAP: What Jayne got upside the head when Mal talked to him with a wrench.
REYNOLDISM: any smart remark made by Mal, usually resulting in a fight or a death. "Oh
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darn." Kills Crow.
REYNOLDS RAP SHEET - the list of Mal's crimes
REYNOLDS RAPPORT - the complicated growing relationship Inara has with Mal
RIVER DANCE: A spastic flailing accompanied by a stream of babble.
RIVERANDA WARNING: What Federal Marshals yell at fugitives.
RIVERDANCE: When one has forgotten she is a young woman, and suddenly remembers.
RIVERFLOW - That particular stream of River's consciousness that's more like a raging torent.
RIVERISMS: The factual and morbidly creepifying tidbits that River spouts at random inter-
vals.
RIVERRIE: The uncontrollable urge to take a knife and slice someones across the chest.
RIVERSED: Used whenever a person wisely changes their mind about an action and agrees with
River's precognitive statements (i.e.: Jayne in Ariel, running AWAY from the guards instead of
at 'em).
RIVERWASH: the unlikely event that Joss has River and Wash chat,
SAFE: not safe, as in: "this just looks like an abandoned ship; we're safe" or "these people look
quite friendly with their bonnets and spikes. This is a safe place to stay with my witchy-like
sister" or "we'll be safe with Jayne."
Saffron foam: What comes out of one's mouth when one "kisses 'em on the lips..."
SAFFRON-MYTHOS PROCESS: The transformation of any myth or sacred texts into some-
thing erotic.
SAFFRONITIS: What you get from kissin' 'em on the mouth.
SAFFRONIZED: kissed by Saffron, as in "I've been saffronized and did not live to tell about
it."
SERENAMENITIES: lacking in conveniences but surrounded by good friends.
SERENDIPITY: When the crew finds a nice clean lake, strip off all their clothes and jump in.
SERENITEASE - When a network orders two eps at a time and plans a hiatus for a show they
know is the best thing on tv just to drive it's viewers batty.
SERENITIZED: the emotional shut down occurring to Veterans of the Battle of Serenity. "Mal
was left totally serenitized"
SERENOMICS: stealing from the rich, selling to the poor
SERRATED - how Mal feels after being cut down by Inara Serra
SHINDIG: (n) this is not only one of our beloved episodes of Firefly, it is now the term used
whenever Firefly fans gather. For example, there is a Vegas Shindig coming up and an East
Coast Shindig being planned. synonyms: soiree, party, kegger, bash, to-do, get-together, jambo-
ree.
SHINDIGIFIED: (v) refers to people going to a Shindig. They are either going to be
shindigified, or have been shindigified.
SHINDIGNIFIED: (adj) How a Firefly fan acts at a SHINDIG i.e. quoting the show, whooping it
up generally.
SHUTTLESNIT: sudden retreat to one's shuttle or room in response to insults or too much
ribbing from fellow crewmembers.
SI-INARAS-ANY: and all corrections and rejections of Mal by Inara (and if they are sarcastic,
all the better)
SIMONIZE: To inject someone to induce sleep, either to prevent a high-handed attempt at
taking charge, or as part of a complex heist.
SIMONOSCOPY: reserved look and/or glare Dr. Simon Tam reserves exclusively for Captain
Mal.
SIMONPHOBIA: Not being able to sleep because of the fear that Malcolm Renolds will kill you
in your sleep.
SIMONY: the paper script that Jayne takes from the doctor's bag,
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SIMPLE SIMON: Poor Simon's innability to understand what his sister is talking about.
STANDARD DEVIATION: behavior often displayed by River Tam on a good day.
SYRINGITY: an inordinate amount of needle use on the ship
TAM-A-LAM-A-DING-DONG: The name for an irrational Buffy fan who wants to see a musical
episode of Firefly.
TAM-TRUMS: Any fit or complaining that is not justified by the situation (i.e. - River going off
for no reason, Simon whining about.. well, everything).
TAMBULANCE: Any airborne craft cobbled together in a hurry to gain entrance to a medical
facility.
TAMLINGS: two or more very emotionally close siblings or relatives, willing to sacrifice their
lives for one another.
THE BLUE HANDS TWO STEP: walking into a room and melting everybody's brain
THE MOCK OF ZOERRO: the biting remarks people, Mal especially, hear from Zoe.
TRIPLE DAMNED MORON: Anyone involved in a decision to cancel Firefly.
UN-WASHED: Any scene without a "Washline".
UP-THE-DOWN-SLIDE: doing something ass-backwards
VERA-FIED: Any confirmed kill.
VERAKIN: Jayne's gun collection.
VIPLASH - What happens when a Firefly VIP posts on the board and the threads grow
exponentially.
WASH CYCLE: a ring of juggled geese
WASH-N-WEAR: it's all about style
WASHBOARD: it's got all the shiny buttons
WASHBOARD: sudden entry onto the Serenity, usually following a grand entrance due to some
local color.
WASHLINE: A non-helpful response to a crisis situation. For example "I was going to watch. It
was very exciting."
WASHROOM: cockpit
WASHVILLE: Crappy town where Wash is a hero.
WASHYSTERIA: We're all dooooooomed!
WHITE-WASHING. Whenever Wash tries his best to protect "the girls" from things unpleas-
ant or dangerous. Ie "And the apples were wholesome and good!" in "War Stories".
WHITE-WATER RAPIDS: the turbulent state of River's emotions
WHORE: "I love you" in Mal-speak.
WISHY-WASHY: loving space, but wanting to spend more time with Zoe planet side.
ZOECIDE - Killing yourself by making Zoe angry.
ZOECISIM: dealing what has to be dealt with in the most efficient manner, usually followed by
the word "sir".
ZOELOGICAL: A straight shootin', cut the fancy talk, approach to get to what's what.
ZOENING LAWS: what Wash has to follow to avoid getting killed by his wife.
ZOEPHOBIA: she can kill you, ya know
ZOETROPE STUDIOUS: That alert, vigilant quality that cuts through all the bullsh*t and right
to the heart of the situation.
ZOIC: Aggressive, tough, and female.
ZOMBIFLYED: how one feels after reading a 231 post thread in one sitting (this one), then
spending the rest of the day reading the remainder of the board.
ZOPHIE'S CHOICE - an easy decision (quick "Him," interrupting Niska)
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Food & Drink
Nathan's Super
Secret Low-Fat
Space Bean Dip

Get yourself a casserole pan or some such big,
flat container.

Layer 1: 1 large can of refried beans (they
are already 99% fat free).
Layer 2: Approx. 1 ½ cups salsa (canned or jar)
mixed with 2 soft, ripe avocados. Mush your
avocados first, it will be easier to mix.
Layer 3: Mix a package of TACO SEASON-
ING into a medium container of low fat sour
cream.
Layer 4: 4 tomatoes, diced.
Layer 5: One small can of diced green chiles.
NOT JALAPENOS!! TRUST ME!!
Layer 6: One small can of diced black olives.
Layer 7: SHREDDED cheese - I use the bag
of pre-shredded, four Mexican cheeses.

DON'T FORGET, BROWNCOATS:
This is a hearty dip that requires a sturdy
tortilla chip, and will have you "repeating" the
next day. Don't say I didn't warn you!

Other Browncoat
Foods

Apples: A rare and precious fruit.
Healthsome and good...be careful of
grenades.

Strawberries: Kaylee�s favorite!

Protein: In all the colors of the
rainbow.

Good Dogs: Suspicious BBQ.

Mangos: Another good fruit.

Hot Cheese: Impressive and melty.

Wife Soup: For when �you�ve done good.�

Free Soup: Abandoned Wife Soup.

Rosemary: "A man can live on packaged food
from here til Judgement Day if he's got
enough Rosemary. "

Fresh Bao: A lovely treat, especially if made
with love.
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Wash�s Crazy Ivan
soda water, grenadine, rum, oj, and
Malibu, with umbrellas, fruit, plastic monkeys and
dinosaurs hanging over the rim of a WIDE
rimmed glass.

Aquavit has to go in above somewhere!!

63K from Golden Fool:
Sweet Muscular Jesus

Squeeze one grapefruit and one orange fresh.
1 shot of vodka
1 shot of Grand Marnier (I couldn�t find an open
bottle of Coitreau)
A dash of Lemonade for Fizz, and
A dash of raspberry cordial, for colour.

The 60K drink is....

This Land

Light Rum
Dark Rum
Spiced Rum
Pineapple juice
Splash of Orange Juice
Dash of grenadine
Garnish with a strawberry, a plastic dinosaur,
and an umbrella!

62K by TLACook:

�Ho� Down

Tequila, grapefruit juice and lime.

Yummy

A Land Lock

3 parts sloe gin, 1 part syrup of prune and a dash
or 2 of orange bitters

Serve on the rocks...:-)

Lickety Split

Godiva Chocolate
Butterscotch schnapps and
Baileys is the recipe.

Forgotton Treasure

1/2 Tequila Gold or Cuervo 1800
1/2 Bailey�s
on the rocks

Nekkid Kaylee

Strawberries soaked overnight in Vodka, Banana
Cream Liquer over thetop, sprinkled with
Chocolate Chips. If the chips sink, put a thin
layer of Whipped Cream on top (or under them
first)

Nekkid Simon
4 parts champagne
1 part apple schnapps
maraschino cherry in bottom of glass

Stormy River

Sake. Baileys Irish Cream , Courvoisier
�shrooms

Heat Sake and �shrooms.... add Bailey�s and a
splash of Courvosier...

(For full effect, serve it in either a dribble glass
or a tin can with the label ripped off.)

A Summer�s Dream�

Pour 3/4 of a shot of Absinthe into a suitable
glass. Take an Absinthe spoon and rest it on the
rim of the glass.

Place a sugar cube on the spoon and then pour
the remaining shot of Absinthe on the sugar.
Then, holding the spoon above the Absinthe, set
light to the sugar. All the while talking to people
who aren�t really there, or at least aren�t �seen�.

Let it burn for a minute or so. The sugar will
bubble and begin to caramelize. Once the flame
is beginning to die down, stir the sugar into the
Absinthe. Reflect on the dichotic nature of
soups

Pour in cold water, add a pickle (or similar odd
garnish) and drink.

(
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Nekkid Jayne Shots
1 shot glass
pipe bottom half of shot glass with whipped
cream
fill gently with:

1 part Damiana liquer
1 part Grand Marnier or Cointreau

put shot firmly glass on bar
hold hands behind back
lick cream out of shot glass without disturbing
liquor

Catalyzer
1 part Bailey�s
half peppermint schnapps.
Yummy!

Zoe�s Amazon Crush

Malibu (Caribbean rum w/ coconut flavor)
banana liquor
pineapple juice

With crushed fruit, as in the name?
Yeah very nice!

Flaming Catalyzer
2 parts Scorch
a dash of Tabasco
1 part Bombay Gin

Nekkid Mal

Rose�s Lime
Tequila
Pinch of salt
1 gummy bear (red w/plastic sword through it)
surprise ingredient (bartender�s choice)

Serve tall, stiff and in the sweaty glass w/ nip-
ples!

Cry Baby

½ oz Chambord

2 oz Skye citrus

½ oz sweet & sour

Splash of Sprite

Firefly

2 oz Vodka
4 Oz Grapefruit Juice
1 oz Grenadine

serve in Highball glass

KICK A$$ 30K�IBA.

Mud & guts. Penguin guts that is & six jiggers of
vodka with a mini Kaylee umbrella.

Pilgrim�s Punch
Ingredients:
1/2 Cup mineral water
1/8 Cup grape juice
1/8 Cup cranberry juice
Lemon slice

Instructions:
Mix mineral water with grape juice and cranberry
juice. Serve with a lemon twist over ice cubes.

A Serenity on the Rocks ala Nonoluna

poured over ice...
White chocolate liqueur
Frangellico
Creme de Cacao
Whole Cream

TipsyDoc

Champagne Flute
4/5 champagne
1/5 apple schnapps

Nate-tini
one part Godiva chocolate liqueur
two parts vodka
shaken over ice
strained into a martini glass
garnished with a healthy dose of �Huh?�

Wacky Fun!!

1/2 shot Brandy (for Wash�s love for the dusky
Zoe), 1/2 shot Amaretto (for his sense of the
romantic) over ice in a chimney glass filled with
Pineapple juice!!

*and the umbrella (a nod to kaylee too!)
Fuzzy Book (48K drink by Pippin)

vodka, peach schnappes, and oj (or crushed or
blenderized strawberries for strawberry juice).

K
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NekkidLux

Shot of Canadian Mist with a Molsen Golden beer
chaser�

One shot and you�ve been sent to Nirvana.

The Greasy Engine: hot chocolate, Ameretto,
whipped cream.

Hot Sticky Adam:
Just get a glass of warm-hot cider and flavor it
(to taste) with cinnamon
schnapps and honey.

Tall Hard Adam...iced tea with lemon and vodka
:)
Blue Moon

1 1/4 oz Tanqueray Malacca Gin
1/2 oz Blue Curacao
1 1/2 oz fresh Sweet and Sour Mix
3 oz Pineapple Juice

Special Hell: Inferno Vodka, Cranberry Juice

Cinnamon Schnaps

or the shooter:

Inferno vodka & Cinnamon schnapsj

D

APPLES
ARE HEALTHSOM AND GOOD

These

...Grenades
Cost Extra

!Cut out and use at Shindigs
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Songs
Ballad of Serenity

words and music by Joss Whedon
sung by Sonny Rhodes

Take my love
Take my land
Take me where I cannot stand
I don't care
I'm still free
You can't take the sky from me

Take me out
To the black
Tell 'em I ain't coming back
Burn the land
And boil the sea
You can't take the sky from me

There's no place
I can be
Since I found Serenity
But you can't take the sky from me

Ballad of Jayne
Jayne, the man they call Jayne!

CHORUS:
"He robbed from the rich
And he gave to the poor
Stood up to the man
And he gave him what for
Our love for him now
Ain't hard to explain
The hero of Canton
The man they call Jayne.

Our Jayne saw the mudders' backs breaking
He saw the mudders' lament
And he saw the magistrate taking
Every dollar, and leaving five cents."

So he said you can't do that to my people
He said can't crush them under your heel
Jayne strapped on his hat
and in five seconds flat
stole everything Boss Higgins had to steal.

CHORUS

Now here is what separates heroes
From the common folk like you and I
The man they call Jayne
He turned round his plane
And let that money hit sky.
He dropped in onto our houses
He dropped it into our yards
The man they call Jayne
He stole away our pain
And then headed out for the stars!

CHORUS
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An Alphabetic Ode
to Firefly

By REDFOX42
Tune of a lumberjack song

A's for Alliance from whom we do run and
B's for Book, his hair's done in a bun.
C's for Cortex to communicate on, and
D's for Dinosaurs, of which Wash is fond.

Chorus: How merry, how merry, how merry are we
No crew in the 'verse is as happy as we
With a hey-dairy, hi-dairy, ho-dairy down
Sing a song for our Captain and nothing goes
wrong

E's for Epee hitting Mal in the ass and
F's for Firefly, our ship, it's first class.
G's for Gorram, a swear word we know and
H's for Hold where the cargo we stow.

Chorus

I's for Inara, a Companion with style and
J's for Jayne in his bunk for a while.
K's for Kaylee, keeps the engine in tune and
L's for Landing on a terraformed moon.

Chorus

M's for Malcolm, our Captain so rare and
N's for Niska, cross him if you dare.
O's for Outlaw, it's what we all are and
P's for Protein in a colorful bar.

Chorus

Q's for Quiet-like, what River should be and
R's for Reavers, they'll eat you and me.
S's for Simon, our young genious doc and
T's for Trouble we have 'round the clock.

Chorus

U's for Umbrella shading Kaylee from sun and
V's for Vera, Jayne's favorite gun.
W's for Wash, whose wife is so strong that's
XYZ - Zoe, and the end of my song.

Ballad of Lux
By ILOVEJAYNE

Tune of �Ballad of Jayne�
Performed by The Mudders

Lux, the man they call Lux!

Chorus:
He's loved by the cast 'cause he draws fun
cartoons
He writes lots of songs and he hangs out with
the 'loons
Our love for him now can't be bought with
bucks
The hero of Browncoats, the man they call
Lux.

Our Lux had a marvelous brainstorm
He had an idea that made sense
He brought all the gang into South Park
And we've never been the same since
A.B. took a liking to his artwork
He said, "You continue to rock!"
So Lux went back to work
And he never will shirk
And he keeps us happy 'round the clock.

Chorus

Now here is what separates heroes
From the common folk like you and me
The man they call Lux
He's gifted with such luck
He scored the gag reel from A.B.
He'll take it with him to Vegas
And find a way to show us all
The man they call Lux
His work never sucks
And keeps us all enthralled.

Chorus
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Big Damn Heroes
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Heroes�
Performed by The Wallflowers

I
I wish you could fly
Like a spaceship
Like a big Firefly
Though nothing, nothing
Will keep us together
We can beat them
For ever and ever
Big damn Heroes
Just for one day
I
I will be Mal
And you
You will be Zoe
Though nothing, nothing
Will drive them away
Big damn Heroes
Just for one day
Heroes in Vegas
Just for one day
I
I remember
Watching
On TV
The shows
They shot into our hearts
And we watched
As though nothing could fall
And the shame
Was on Fox TV's side
We can beat them
For ever and ever
We can be Heroes
Just for one day
We can be Heroes
Big damn Heroes
We can be Heroes
Browncoats in Vegas
Just for one day

Browncoats Rock
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Cleveland Rocks�
Performed by The Presidents Of The United
States Of America

All this energy fuellin' me,
Back where it comes from
It's such a shiny attitude,
It's still where it belongs.
All the 'Fly fans posting up on the boards go
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Jumpin' NF, and moonin' AB go
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Joss is cool, 'cause he still cares. He's got his
worries too.
Twelve have aired, with three to go. Is there a
movie due?
All the Saloon chicks with their Nekkid drinks
go
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Livin' online in a Firefly shrine goin'
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
I got vidies of Serenity too
I play 'em just to watch Mal fight true
He was a Browncoat, and I am too,
Now Browncoats rock, Now Browncoats rock
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock! Browncoats rock!
Browncoats rock!
The whole 'verse!
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Brown is my
Favorite Color

By FLYHEAD
Tune of �Mr. Jones�
Performed by Counting Crows

Sha La La La La La La
Uh Huh
Was down at Serenity Saloon
posting to Pippin & Lux
Arlo G. strikes up a conversation
with this brown haired
hot cocktail waitress
You know she dances while our Eric plays - his
games
It's suddenly beautiful
and we all want something beautiful
Man, Firefly was beautiful.

So come dance this heartbreak down through
the morning.
Sha La La La La La La La Yea! Uh Huh yeah
Cut up, SoonerDax! Show me some of them
Nathan Hotties
and pass me a bottle Arlo G.
Believe in us
Help me believe in Firefly
'cause I, I want to be someone who believes.
Yeah

Arlo G. & me, tell each other silly jokes
and he talks to the beautiful women
She's talking to you. Ah, Nono she's talking to
me!
Smiling in the bright light
Coming through in stereo
When everybody loves Mal, we will never be
lonely.

Well I want to paint my picture
Paint myself in nun, and white, and black, and
gray
All of you beautiful people are very, very
meaningful.
Yea, well, you know BROWN is my favorite
color
I felt so symbolic again today
If I knew Joss Whedon

I would buy him a real cool brown guitar to
play.

Arlo G. and me look into the future
Yea we talk of the show, what might have been
She's talking to you
Uh I don't think so. She's posting to me.
Betsy's in the spotlight
Bought herself some red lipstick
When everybody loves Mal, we will never be
lonely
We will never be lonely, said we're never gonna
be lonely.

I wanna see Alliance
Eh, Everybody wants a shiny hat
We all want to help the big big stars,
Yea and we got similar reasons for that
Believe in we 'cause I don't believe in anything
and I, I want to be someone who believes, who
believes, who believes yeah

Arlo G & me stumbling through the many
threads
Yeah we stare at the beautiful writing
It's perfect for you. Man there's got to be a
message for me.
I want to be Inara
Arlo G. wishes he was someone just a little
more funky.
When everbody loves you, ah son, that's just
about as funky as you can be!

Arlo G. & me staring at the videos
When I look at the television,
I want to see Jayne staring right back at me!
We all want to help big stars, and we do know
why
but we don't know how
But when everybody loves Mal, I'm going to be
just about as happy as I can be.

Arlo G. & me. We wanna help the big stars.
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Can't Be Beaten
By Chris Cypser (CHRISCYPSER)

Tune of �Heaven�
Performed by Bryan Adams

Oh, thinking about all those other shows,
There was only reality,
And recycled old comedy.

Now, nothing can take our Serenity.
We put up with stale junk before, but that's over
now,
This keeps us coming back for more.

And Firefly is all that we want,
When it's shining there on the screen,
We're finding we're full of respect for Joss
Whedon.
Entertainment is all that we need,
And we find it in every scene,
So we know that this show can't be beaten.

Oh, once in your life you find a show
That can turn your world around,
Bring you up when you're feeling down.
Yeah, nothing can change what it means to us.
Oh, there's Zoe and Mal and Jayne, so just keep
the show,
Cause we've got a fan campaign.

And Firefly is all that we want
When it's shining there on the screen,
We're finding we're full of respect for Joss
Whedon.
Entertainment is all that we need,
And we find it in every scene,
So we know that this show can't be beaten.

We've been waiting for so long
For something to arrive, for this show to come
along.
Now our dreams are coming true.
Through the good times and bad,
Yeah, we'll be standing there by you.

And Firefly is all that we want,
When it's shining there on the screen,
We're finding we're full of respect for Joss
Whedon.
Entertainment is all that we need,
And we find it in every scene,
So we know that this show can't be beaten.

Don't Fear
the Reavers

By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Don't Fear the Reaper�
Performed by Blue Oyster Cult

All the times we've flown
Here and then we're gone
Captian don't fear the reavers
Nor do the moons, the sun or the worlds� we can
be like they are
Come on Jayne� don't fear the reavers
You can take my gun� don't fear the reavers
We'll be able to fly� don't fear the reavers
Jayne you're the man...

Greenleaf moon was fun
There, but now we're gone
Nine crew and passengers
Are together in Serenity� Nine crew and passen-
gers
40,000 ships are flying everyday� with other
crews and passengers
40,000 ships are flying everyday� Looking for a
better life
40,000 ships trading everyday� We can be like
they are
Come on Janye� don't fear the reavers
You can take my gun� don't fear the reavers
We're all able to fly� don't fear the reavers
Jayne you're the man...

Trade of salvaged goods
It was Allied foods
Came the deal on Whitefall moon
And it was clear that the reavers had come
Then their drive was open and the ship appeared
Serenity blew then disappeared
The reavers flew as Wash affeared� saying we'll
turn around
Come on Jayne� and he had no fear
And Wash started diving� the ship had started to
turn
They looked backward and said good bye� they had
reversed their course
Wash had done a Crazy Ivan� they had outwitted
the reavers
Come on Jayne� don't fear the reavers
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Firefly 2517
ByTILANDRA

Tune of �Miami 2017�
Performed by Billy Joel

I've seen the lights go out on Shadow,
I saw Browncoat cruisers fall
And life went on beyond the central core
They all bought Fireflies
And left there long ago

We did a job in Paradiso
Then guilt brought us back again
We gave the med goods back
And blasted to the black
With a henchman in our jets

I've seen the garbage dump on Ariel
I saw the junkyard out the port
You know we almost didn't notice it
We'd see it all the time in the engine room

They'd burned the neurons in poor River
Like in "A Clockwork Orange"
Damage everywhere
But blue-hands didn't care
Alliance burned our minds before

I saw the mudders riot in Jayne's town
Ceramic statue standing tall
The folks were waiting outside the bar
They toasted to his health
Jayne got frisky with a local gal

Gov'ner sent his buddy from the prison
And placed a lockdown on our ship
Inara made a plea
Her client got us free
We barely made it out that trip

You know those lights were bright on Shadow
But that was so many years ago
Before we lived out on the outer rim
Before the reavers pushed their way in
There are not many who remember
They say a handful still survive
To tell the 'verse about
The way the lights went out
And keep the browncoat dream alive...

Hitter
By MORGIL99

Tune of �Joker�
Performed by Steve Miller

Some ad guys called me a 'spaced cowboy' -
gorram!
Inara calls me the ganster of love (right)
Some people call me cap'n tightpants (woo,
woo)
'Cause I wear them way hitched up.

People talk about me all the time
Say I'm doin' the Alliance wrong
Well don't you worry, Kaylee
'Cause I'm here, on Serenity, at home.

Chorus:
'Cause I'm a hitter, I'm no quitter
I'm a lover and I'm a sinner
Just ask Book 'bout that last one
I'm a joker, I'm a yoker (cows)
I'm an Atherton poker
I surely had no choice that one.

(guitar break)

'Nara's the cutest thing I ever did see
I love her massages, wanna drink her tea
Plow plow plow plow all the time
In a second, if I could only spare the dime.
(gotta do more crime)

Chorus

People keep talking 'bout me
Even though Fox canned my show
I swear by my pretty bonnet
Joss will make another go.
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In the Sky Again
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �On the Road Again�
Performed by Willie Nelson

In the sky again, just can't wait to get in the
sky again
The life I love is haulin' cargo with my friends
And I can't wait to get in the sky again
in the sky again, goin' places that I've never
been
Seein' things that I may never see again,
And I can't wait to get in the sky again.

CHORUS:
in the sky again, like a band of gypsies we go
through the skyway
We're the best of friends,
Insisting that the 'verse be turnin' our way
And our way, is in the sky again
Just can't wait to get in the sky again
The life I love is haulin' cargo with my friends
And I can't wait to get in the sky again.
I can't wait to get in the sky again.
I can't wait to get in the sky again.

I Want To Be Jayne
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �I Want It That Way�
Performed by The Backstreet Boys

Yeah-eh-heah

He is, for hire,
The merc, I admire,
Believe, what I'm say'n
I want to be Jayne

His guns, are so cool
He's bad, but not cruel
Dong ma, what I'm say'n?
That I want to be Jayne

What a guy,
He's loyal in his own way,
(What a guy,)
He's tough, and sometimes goes astray,
(What a guy, )
Do you understand just what I'm say'n?,
I want to be Jayne

Now I can recall that he had a bad start,
Holding Zoe and Mal up, you see, Yeah,
But he's come a great distance,
With a lot of persistence,
He's the hero of Mudders and me...

He is, for hire,
The merc, I admire,
He is (He is, He is, He is...)

I wanna be him!

He'll ogle every gal he'll see,
"In his bunk", is then where he'll be,
He may be crude, but he is not insane,
I want to be Jayne

What a guy,
Binky and Boomer on his hips,
(What a guy,)
Using Vera to blow things to bits,
(What a guy,)
Don't make him get his Command Chain,

I want to be Jayne

What a guy,
He tried to sell the Tams away,
Nearly got spaced by Mal, as pay,
(What a guy,)
J. Cobb will always be the same,
I want to be Jayne

Cuz I want to be Jayne.
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Jayne, He's Got a Gun
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Janie's Got a Gun�
Performed by Aerosmith

Dum, dum, dum Jayne what have you done?
Dum, dum, dum it's the sound of my gun
Dum, dum, dum Jayne what have you done?
Dum, dum, dum it's the sound

Jayne, he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun
His whole world's now more fun
He's flying from sun to sun
Held Mal and Zoe with his Boo
Prepared to shoot them right through
They said when Jayne got a better deal
From Mal, he switched sides and then
He shot the man who had it comin'
Now that Jayne's shot his gun
He ain't never gonna be the same

Jayne, he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun
His salad day's just begun
And everybody is on the run

Tell me now it's untrue
He's got Vera as well as Boo?
She's his biggest favorite baby
The man can really hand out pain
They say the ammo that he shoots from her
Spewing lightning and thunder
He can fire it again and again

Fly away, fly away for the gain
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

Fly away, fly away for the gain
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Fly, fly away

Jayne, he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun
His salad day's just begun
And everybody is on the run
Flying out beyond the blue

Kicking ass and stealing too
Now he's part of a family
Pulling crime to make a gain
Everybody thinks he's crass
Man he's such a badass
He's always gonna be the same

Fly away, fly away for the gain
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Fly away, fly away for the gain
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

Fly, fly away

Jayne, he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun

Jayne, he's got a gun
His salad day's just begun
And everybody is on the run
And Jayne he's got a gun
Jayne, he's got a gun
His salad day's just begun
And everybody is on the run
Jayne, he's got a gun
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Jayne
By ShinyBrownCoat (THEDEEPBLACK)

Tune of �Jane�
Performed by The Barenaked Ladies

The guy works for Mal Reynolds, name is
Jayne
Lives on Serenity, a big space-plane
With Kay, Wash, 'Nara, Zoh, and Book's big
hair
They sang him songs in Canton, oh yes sir

Jayne, divided, but he can't decide what side
he's on
Jayne decided only brave men stay, while
smart men run
Jayne, Jayne

He would steal gold and platinum, not myrrh
He liked Saffron, thought that he could get
her
Tried to trade Vera for the crying girl
Mal said "Go play with your rainstick" and he
surled
Jayne doesn't think a man could ever be faith-
ful
Jayne isn't giving Mal a chance to be shameful
Jayne, Jayne

He betrayed Malcolm, tried to sell-out the
sibling Tams
Life could be better by being together
Is what Mal cannot explain to Jayne

The guy works for Mal Reynolds, name is
Jayne
Lives in Serenity, he's Mal's big pain
It won't be long before he likes River
Kiss her on the mouth even, oh yes sir

Jayne desired platinum, turned hero of Canton
Jayne was hired for his thuggishness and his
big guns
Jayne, Jayne

Lookin' Out My
Hatch Door

By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Lookin' out My Back Door�
Performed by J. C. Fogerty

Just flew back from Greenleaf moon,
Lock the ship down, loading soon!
Got to sit down,
In the hold, on the floor.
Imagination sets in,
Pretty soon I'm singin',
Doo, doo, doo
Lookin' out my hatch door.

There's job for us to go do,
Our mechanic's wearin' fru-fru.
Look at all the shiny people
Dancing at the ball.
Tuned to a music Cortex node
Listenin' to Sonny Rhodes.
Doo, doo, doo
Lookin' out my hatch door.

Companions and ministers
Are trav'ling in this ship.
Won't you take a ride
On the Serenity?
Wond'rous transportation
Gets you to your destination.
Doo, doo, doo
Lookin' out my hatch door.

Companions and ministers
Are trav'ling in this ship.
Won't you take a ride
On the Serenity?
No where else I'd rather be,
You can't take the sky from me.
Doo, doo, doo
Lookin' out my hatch door.

Forward troubles Greenleaf moon,
Lock the ship down, loading soon!
Look at all the shiny people
Dancing at the ball.
No where else I'd rather be,
You can't take the sky from me.
Doo, doo, doo
Lookin' out my hatch door.
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Serenity
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �The Brady Bunch�

Here's a story, of a guy named Malcom
Who bought a spaceship that he named Seren-
ity
His second hand, Zoe, wed Wash the pilot
The mechanic is Kaylee

It's a story, of sweet Inara
a Companion and ambassador of sorts
and of Jayne Cobb, a mercenary
They flew between all ports

Till the one day that they met a doc named
Simon
He had given Allied bureacrats the slip
Having rescued his genius sister, River
That's the way they all became a wanted ship

Serenity, Serenity
It's the Firefly spaceship, Serenity

Mal Reynolds is
Flying Tonight.

By FLYHEAD

Tune of �Roy Rogers�
Performed by Elton John

Sometimes you dream,
Sometimes it seems
There's nothing there at all.
You just seem older than yesterday,
And you're waiting
for tomorrow to call.

You're drawn to the forum
And one things for certain
You're cozy in your little room
The tapes are all ready
God bless the TV
Let's go shoot a hole in the moon.

Whoa and

And Mal Reynolds is flying tonight,
Returning to our silver screens.
Comic book characters never grow old,
Forever loved heroes whose stories were told,
Oh the great spaceship Captain
Who talks rather plain,
Of roundups & reavers,
And home on the range.
Turn on the TV
Shut out the lights -
Mal Reynolds is flying tonight.

Three eps are unaired
All folks are despaired
I'd liven the pace if I could
Whoa I'd rather have River and Simon and
Book
But complaining wouldn't do any good.

Lay back in my arm chair
Close eyes & think clear
I can hear hoofbeats ahead
Jayne & Kaylee and Inara are all there
While Zoe and our Wash are in bed.

Whoa and

And Mal Reynolds is flying tonight,
Returning to our silver screens.
Comic book characters never grow old,
Forever loved heroes whose stories were told,
Oh the great spaceship Captain
Who talks rather plain,
Of roundups & reavers,
And home on the range.
Turn on the TV
Shut out the lights -
Mal Reynolds is flying tonight.
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Mambo Firefly
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Mambo No. 5�
Performed by Lou Bega

Ladies and gentlemen
This is Mambo Firefly

One, two, three, four, five
Everybody's in the ship, so come on let's ride
To the outer planets, that are on the border
The crew's getting bored and leaving jokes
on the ship's recorder
Fresh bao like I had last week
I must enjoy, good food ain't cheap
I like apples, strawberries, tomatos and cheddar
And as I continue you know they're sounding bet-
ter
So what can I do? I really beg you, Captain
To me eating is just like a sport
Anything fresh, it's all good, let's fly soon
Please land on an agri-moon

Chorus:
A little bit of heat with Inara and Mal
A little bit of wise Book's "Special Hell"
A little bit of Kaylee, fixing parts
A little bit of Zoe and Wash's hearts
A little bit of Jayne, going to his bunk
A little bit of River, in a funk
A little bit of Simon, smart and wry
A little bit of life on Firefly
Mambo Firefly!

Fly up and down and orbit all around
Steer to planets you've found
Til the ship touches ground
Take a cargo out and another one in
One to the front and one to the bin
Dodge Allience to the side, keep away from the
light
And if you're in the black then you're doing it
right

Chorus

I do all to
Keep on flying in a ship like you
'Cause we can run and we can hide
You and me blasting through the sky

Mambo Firefly!

Shiny Firefly
By Freya000, ddmffood1, Soonerdax,

Aristotleslo & cyby1

Tune of �Yellow Submarine�
Performed by The Beatles

Kaylee:
On the world where I was born
I met a Cap', who sailed the 'verse
From the blue into the black
always takin' a different course
Now

Chorus:
We all live in a shiny firefly,
shiny firefly, shiny firefly
We all live in a shiny firefly,
shiny firefly, shiny firefly

Jayne and Vera were aboard
Inara too, and she's no whore
Wash can drive, Zoe can fight
Mal will make things come out right

Chorus

Now we don't live a life of ease,
But what we have is all we need.
Get a new identity in our shiny Serenity.

Chorus

Shepherd Book will keep us true,
River's voices, they'll be there, too
Doctor Simon has the cure,
for what ails ya, that's for sure

Chorus

Inara takes on classy jobs
Money's not enough to sleep with slobs
Sometimes she brings a guest onboard
Cause its all that they can afford
The crew will spy and talk and junk
Just ask Jayne, he's in his bunk

Chorus

Mal will lead'em through the black
No Fed will ever hold them back
Kaylee plays and Jayne works out
And the Space Monkeys just fly about
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Serenity Dance
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Safety Dance�
Performed by Men Without Hats

Serenity!

Ah we can fly where we want to, we can leave
core worlds behind
Cause Badger don't fly and if he don't fly
Well we get more work just fine

I say, we can go where we want to, A place the
feds will never find
And we can smuggle the goods from out of
this world
Leave Alliance far behind,
and we can fly

to Whitefall!

Ah we can go when we want to, the night of
space is so alive
And we can dress real neat from our vests to
our feet
and surprise 'em with a "Crazy I"

I say we can act how we want to, if we don't
nobody will
And you can act real rude and totally removed
And i can act like an imbecile
I say we can fly, we can fly getting out of
atmo soon
We can fly, we can fly, we're doing it moon to
moon
We can fly, we can fly everybody look at the
sky
We can fly, we can fly everybody on a Firefly
a Firefly
Oh well a Firefly
Ah yes a Firefly

Firefly!

We can fly if we want to, we've got all your
life and mine
As long as we can use it, never gonna lose it
Everything'll work out fine
I say, we can fly where we want to, we can
leave core worlds behind
Cause Badger don't fly and if he don't fly
Well we get more work just fine

I say we can fly, we can fly getting out of
atmo soon
We can fly, we can fly, we're doing it moon to
moon
We can fly, we can fly everybody look at the
sky
We can fly, we can fly everybody on a Firefly

Oh Well Serenity
ah yes Serenity
Oh well Serenity
Oh well Serenity
Oh yes Serenity
Oh the Serenity yeah
Oh it's Serenity
It's Serenity
Well it's Serenity
Oh it's Serenity
Oh it's Serenity
Oh it's Serenity
Oh it's Serenity
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The Song of Angry
Browncoats

By HAPLO781
Tune of �The Song od Angry Men�
Performed by Les Miserables

Do you hear the people sing?
Singing a song of angry men?
It is the music of a people
Who will not be fooled again!
When the beating of your heart
Matches Serenity's engine thrum
There is a show about to start
When tomorrow comes!
Will you join in our crusade?
Who will be strong and stand with me?
Beyond "Joe Millionaire" is there a show you
long to see?
Then join in the fight that will give you some
decent TV!
Do you hear the people sing?
Singing a song of angry men?
It is the music of a people
Who will not be fooled again!
When the beating of your heart
Matches Serenity's engine thrum
There is a show about to start
When tomorrow comes!

Will you give all that you can
So that our program may come back?
If you truly are a fan
Follow me out into the black
And kill us some Foxes who smoke just a bit
too much crack!

Do you hear the people sing?
Singing a song of angry men?
It is the music of a people
Who will not be fooled again!
When the beating of your heart
Matches Serenity's engine thrum
There is a show about to start
When tomorrow comes!

What Would Malcolm
Reynolds Do?

By Lux Lucre
Tune of �What Would Brian Boitano Do?�
Performed by Kyle, Stan and Cartman

What would Malcolm Reynolds do..
if he was here right now?
He'd make a plan, and he'd follow through..
That's what Malcolm Reynolds'd do!

When Malcolm Reynolds was Out of Gas
and missing a crutial part..
He got it replaced, but took a slug
And stuck a needle in his heart..
When Malcolm Reynolds was on Ariel
Stealing Allied drugs..
He used his phony ID cards
And saved the Tams from thugs..

So what would Malcolm Reynolds do..
If he were here today?
I'm sure he'd kick an ass or two..
That's what Malcolm Reynolds'd do!

I want this show still on TV, it has altered my
vocabulary..
And I just want my mom to really watch it and
have fun..
For Joss I'll be an activist too, cos that's what
Malcolm Reynolds'd do!
What would Malcolm Reynolds do?
He'd call all the fans around
And tell them to send postcards through..
That's what Malcolm Reynolds'd do!

When Malcolm Reynolds travelled through space
To the planet Persephone..
He fought the evil Atherton
and saved Inara from that go-se
And when Malcolm Reynolds discovered betrayal
He gave Jayne Cobb a stun..
Cos Malcolm Reynolds doesn't take shit
from a-ny-bo-dy!
Let's get all the fans together..
And unite to stop the axe!
And we'll keep Firefly flying too..
Cos that's what Malcolm Reynolds'd do!
And we'll keep Firefly flying too...
Cos that's what Malcolm Reynolds'd do...

That's what Malcolm Reynolds'd do!
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Watch Firefly Again
By Lux Lucre

Tune of �Time Warp�
from the Rocky Horror Picture Show

It's astounding;
Time is fleeting;
Serenity takes its toll.
But listen closely...
Not for very much longer.
I've got the remote control.

I remember watching a Firefly
Drinking a Nekkid Jayne
The stories would hit me
And Browncoats would be calling...

Let's all watch Firefly again.
Let's all watch Firefly again.

It's just that ship on the left.
And then that crew to the right.
Add some passengers, shipped.
They're like a family, tight.
But it's the shiny scripts
That really drive you insane.

Let's all watch Firefly again.
Let's all watch Firefly again.

It's so shiny, oh fantasy free me.
So you can't see me, no, not at all.
In another dimension, with Independent
intention,
Well secluded, we see all.

With a bit of a mind flip
You're into the 'fly ship.
And nothing can ever be the same.
You're spaced out on sensation.
Like Simon gave you sedation

Let's all watch Firefly again.
Let's all watch Firefly again.

Well I was surfing through the tube, looking
for a good show
When a star-western we know, gave my brain a
blow
It shook-a me up, it took me by surprise.
It had a rundown ship, and heroic guys.
I stared at it and I felt a change.
Time meant nothing, never would again.

Let's all watch Firefly again.
Let's all watch Firefly again.

It's just that ship on the left.
And then that crew to the right.
Add some passengers, shipped.
They're like a family, tight.
But it's the shiny scripts
That really drive you insane.

Let's all watch Firefly again.
Let's all watch Firefly again.


